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CHAPTER I
Introduction.
Statement of problem :
This study attempts to discover any relationships that
may exist between character and intelligence, and character
and school success. It also attempts to discover whether or
not there are specific characteristics attendant unon school
success.
Emphasis upon "ethical" educa.tion not a new one;
From the time of man's first realization of an existing
relationship between himself and environment there has been
the problem of how to live, the purpose of life, the inter-
pretation of life as a pleasure, a punishment, a duty or priv-
ilege. Inevitably these considerations have influenced every
known scheme of Education. Not one has lacked this moral Sig-
nificance. Primitive man in his initiation ceremonies taught
the youth reverence, obedience and endurance. Reverence has
ever been the keynote of Chinese education. Early education
in India and Egypt was entirely moral -having as its chief ob-
jective the reward of a peaceful death and favorable judgment
of one's earthly life. Greek philosophy was an endless repe-
tition of emphases on moral values, without which there was no
happiness. The Spartan had to suffer and endure. Socrates
taught that the only important thing was Conduct; Aristotle,
that man's goal was to be like God; and Plato, that an ideal of
perfection permeated all life. Even the Romans who later rec-
ognized pleasure as the end of living were concerned with the
problem of how to live. What brought the greatest pleasure?
Christianity carried on the discussion and who will say that
it has even been or ever will be concluded? With every shift-
ing trend in Education from social to individual, from mental
to physical, social, spiritual, ideal or practical there is
always contained in the stated purpose some reference to ethi-
cal behavior. The reference may be obscure or implied, but
always it is there.
Definition of "character education":
We are asked not to think of "Character Education" as a
specific entity. It has been claimed that as such it does not
exist. Rather it is part of all education. In other words,
there can be no Education that is not Character Education be-
fore it is anything else. The phrase has now come to mean,
however, one of two things in a school curriculum; either addi
tional courses that aim to develop character directly, or new
emphases in the old courses that shall somehow create the de-
sired impressions and produce character that answers the de-
mands of society. Institutions have sprung up everywhere to
study the best methods of teaching children how to live, how
to direct those traits of character considered by some psycho-
logists instinctive, and how to best modify all acquired char-
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acteri sties. Much is said and written in these days about
"Character Education".
Definition of Character:
To quote from Basil King's "Seven Torches of Character",
"it is a, curious fact that character, in the sense in which we
commonly use the word today, is a concept little older than
from fifty to a hundred years. The ancients scarcely formed
it. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle talked much about it, but never
closed in on it, making it a definite idea. They discussed the
ingredients of character, virtue, vice, the good, the beautiful,
the true, but they did it in the abstract. They left these
themes as quarrymen leave the blocks of stone they have hewn
from the rock, making no attempt to fit them together and build
with them." 1
The Greek word, " character" , meant a sharp-point instru-
ment or graving tool. A little later the word acquired a fig-
urative meaning of style in writing. Y/yclif extended its mean-
ing in English to include the letters of the alphs.be t. So a
" character" became a symbol. Slowly this symbol became at-
tached to the person. "The person was indefinite; the charac-
ter, clear out. A person might be anything; a character could
only be what his peculiar combination of mental chemicals made
of him. A person had only to be discovered; in a character you
met the higher and harder task of analysis".
1. Basil King—Seven Torches of Character—Page 1
2. Basil King—Seven Torches of Character—Page K
To the ancients the ruler of destiny was Fate, but the
modern mind is coming more and more to conceive of Character
as this ruler. To Shakespeare fate was the end to which men
and women came "by all sorts of chances, not the objective to
which they were led by their own beings as directly as if
they had no power of going any other way. Today, however, the
insistence tends to fall upon Character, and not Fate, as the
process that must continue in our lives, lending us always the
fullest scope for guidance and self-direction.
Dryden said, "a character or that which distinguishes one
man from all others cannot be supposed to consist of one par-
ticular virtue, or vice, or passion only; it is a composition
of qualities which are not contrary to one another in the same
person". In other words, character is a blend, and it is the
nature of this blend which gives it its worth, or its lack of
it. More and more it is becoming apparent to educators that
the nature of this blend is the dominating factor in a human
being's life. "A man of unformed character is not integrated;
he is moved by the crude impulses of his native tendencies and
by the motives that spring from his various sentiments; but
there is no governing center, no dominant power which can con-
trol them, set them in due subordination to one another, or re-
solve incipient conflicts between them"."'"
"Character is not something given in our inborn constitu-
1. Basil King—Seven Torches of Character—Page 4
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tion; it is something that we gradually acquire, each in our
degree, and of some sort, whether good or bad, strong or weak,
refined or coarse grained. When the infant is still in the
cradle, the foundations of his character are being laid, and
a multitude of influences are at work" .
1
What, then, shall we say character is? Dr. Harry Emerson
Fosdick says it is what man is in the dark; Basil King, that
character is Fate and man can control them both. If character
is Fate it surely is mastery. William H. Cunningham of the
High School of Commerce in Boston says the enduring bases of
character are personal standards of conduct. Character, ac-
cording to his definition, implies action, standards of conduct.
For the purposes of this study, character is defined as that
part of man which obviously leads to an improved control of his
own conduct and destiny.
Analysis of present situation:
How far have the old, indefinite, haphazard schemes trav-
eled with this dimly-recognized purpose? There have been re-
sults, probably in spite of rather than because of these old
methods. All sorts of bureaus and committees for the study
and promotion of the work have arisen. Extensive investigations,
examinations, tests and judgments have been made. Educators and
psychologists everywhere have scanned and condemned the material
as too subjective. Nevertheless a few approaches to objectiv-
1. HcDougall—Character and Conduct of Life—Page 67
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ity have been devised successfully enough to withstand this
criticism. Statistical interpretations of data are contrib-
uting something to overcome this ever-present difficulty. Com-
parisons are being made among the studies undertaken which re-
veal larger, more general truths.
Of educational philosophers we have any number. Practi-
cal educators are everywhere, and we need only to mention the
Bureau of Personnel Research at Carnegie Institute of Technol-
ogy, the Childrens' Foundation in Valparaiso, the Character
Education Institute where Milton Fairchild has done his work
in Washington, the Character Education Research Bureau in the
University of Iowa, the Character Education Inquiry in Columbia
University's Teachers' College, and the Committee for Moral Ed-
•ucation in the National Education Association to establish be-
yond any doubt the existence of "scientific investigators" in
this field.
Review of similar contemporary investigations ;
All contemporary investigations are proceeding on the as-
sumption that there is a cause and effect relationship between
these factors, i.e., improve the character and greater school
success follows; similarly, marked school success is invariably
accompanied by improved character. So the hypothesis that
"character", in this sense, can be taught is usually accepted
and experiment is trying to determine the relative value of
methods.
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Research in Pasadena City Schools:
In Pasadena a Bureau of Administrative Research set out to
study significant trends and relationships over a period of
from ten to twenty years. These data v/ere compiled from schools
throughout the* city. Only a small section of this work, however,
was concerned with personality traits. Much of the energy was
expended in enrollment, age-grade consideration, intelligence
tests, and reading ability experiments. There was developed,
however, a relationship between intelligence quotients, scholas-
tic records, and seven characteristics.
The seven traits correlated as follows:
Intelligence
Quotients
Scholastic
Records
Industry .25 • 57
Accuracy M .61
Initiative .32 >5*
Reliability .30 .*7
Cooperation .27 .3«
Leadership .23 .32
Physical vitality .2g .11
From which the conclusion was reached that "there are
many highly important elements in a person's make-up not at all
revealed by the general intelligence tests. It is equally true,
however, that certain desirable traits appear most frequently
in persons whose intelligence quotients are high and scarcely
ever or in small degree in those whose intelligence quotients
are low"
.
Work of the Committee on Character Education of the National
Educe.tion Association; : ~
The Committee on Character Education of the National Edu-
cation Association reported in 1926 on their findings in- the
various fields of "Character Education", i.e., processes, class
room procedure, curriculum materials, teacher training, delin-
quency and character scales and measurements. In this last
field emphasis was placed upon the value of the individual case
method, the validity of averages as norms and the objective cer
tainty in comparisons of extreme cases of antithetical types.
Their conclusions are of a very general nature. To quote,
"There is evidence of progressive interest in the scientific
aspects of the study of character. Unless the movements in this
direction are actuated more by optimism than by insight, there
is reason to believe that highly disciplined procedures will
rapidly take the place of mere enthusiasms concerning the train
2
ing of character in which we have generally been indulging."
Work of the Character Education Inquiry of the Institute of
Social and Relig i ous Research of New York City;
Possibly the largest and most comprehensive attack upon
the entire problem is being made at present by the Institute
T~. "Personal Traits and Student Accomplishment" prepared by the
Bureau of Administrative Research in Pasadena City Schools.
October, 1929. Monograph No. 3. Page k&.
2. Report of the Committee on Character Education of the N.E.A.
Bulletin 1926 No. 7. Page 35.
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of Social and Religious Research of New York City. Its work
is popularly thought to mark an epoch in moral history. This
research numbers among its investigators some of the country's
foremost educators: Dr. Hugh Hartshorne and Dr. Mark A. May
of Yale, and Dr. Paul Monroe and Dr. Edward L. Thorndike of
Columbia.
Their most basic research has been to devise methods of
testing and statistical devices for interpreting data, and
measuring trends in conduct and results of any special system.
Very few measurements of much va.lue existed when this work was
begun. Elaborate statistical and mathematical methods are being
used to make sure that these tests have high reliability and
validity.
Among the main conclusions so far reached is the demon-
stration that moral behavior is a thing that can be measured,
and secondly, that the effects upon moral behavior or various
agencies and methods of teaching can likewise be measured. 1
Conduct and character are not the same thing, but conduct
is just as definitely subject to measurement as other facts of
nature. "This", in the words of the Institute, "certainly
marks a significant advance in man's control over his own con-
duct and destiny which is surely the final end and aim of all
science. 11
llHugh Hartshorne and Mark A. May Studies in Nature of Char-
acter. Macmillan Company 1928. Vol. I.
-1
To justify the teaching of morals and character this sur-
vey has demonstrated that conduct can be learned and is learned
with reference to particular situations. Habit is a function
of that situation. A man is not born with a "sense" of honesty
or any moral special sense whatever. His skills of behavior are
all learned. These experiences in which he learns the desired
conduct he will, by the use of his intelligence, include in his
ever developing habit systems, and thus increasingly win his
world to friendly intercourse with the highest trends of his
own being.
The inquiry began in the fall of 192^ with two practicable
projects -a study of deception, and a beginning in the use of
tests of moral knowledge and attitude, with the hope that in
executing those projects something of the possibilities of re-
search in the highly intangible field of character study might
be learned and plans matured for the entire period. It made a
thorough review of character testing and found a disheartening
lack of method in research, at which point it strove to make
its first contribution. The suggested tests deal only with
deception, in the first volume of this work, but offer very
definite help in the formation of similar tests to measure other
characteristics. In volumes two and three the studies continue
in "Service" and " Self Control" and the "Organization of Char-
acter." After testing large groups of school children for hon-
esty, the tendency to serve, persistence and inhibition, traits
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which were accepted as concomitants of character, and corre-
lating the results with age, school grade and intelligence
rating the general conclusion is reached that each trait
tested is a, function of the special situation evoking it;
that the results obtained give no indication that honesty,
service, persistence or inhibition in one life situation
means honesty, service, persistence or inhibition in other
situations.
These results suggest that conduct develops gradually
in consistency, in integration, through the repeated demands
for action satisfying both the immediate social situation
and the individual's own standa.rds, idea.ls, and principles.
If conduct is the result of such a gradual development s, well
integrated conduct scheme could hardly be expected to exist
among students in the elementary schools.
This inquiry has contributed many principles a,nd sug-
gestions for procedure. Among others, "four principles of
Character Education^
1. Diagnosis
2. Control of circumstances
3. Dynamic use of ideas and ideals.
k-. Mutuality between older and younger on a
high level of activity.
From these investigations it is concluded that general
1. H. Ha.rtshorne—A Few Principles of Cha.racter Education
—
1929 Page 123.
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intelligence is positively correlated with desirable traits.
"Sometimes the correlation is zero, but in no case do we see
any marked positive correlation between intelligence and an
undesirable trait." The average of more than twenty corre-
lations of intelligence with socio-moral qualities was found
to be +.25. 1
Research in South Side High School of Slmira, New York:
The work most nearly approaching the one at hand was car>
ried on by Howard J. Steere in I927 to satisfy the require-
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Cornell Uni-
versity. He chose five character traits: Persistence, In-
itiative, Control, Trustworthiness and Accuracy for which he
searched at various levels of intelligence. He found a cor-
relation ranging from .63 to .71 for various levels of intel-
ligence between character traits and school success, and a
correlation of .k-B between school success and intelligence
quotients. There will be further references to his work
wherever his results cross the paths of interest of the pre-
sent study.
Summary :
These investigations suggest that "character," i.e. de-
sired conduct, can be taught. In their judgment, schools
are the agents to administer the teaching. The methods of
teaching they merely suggest, but for the measurement of re-
1. H. Hartshorne and Mark A. May—Studies in Nature of Char-
acter—Macmillan Company 1923.
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sults elaborate prepa,ractions have "been launched. The rela-
tionship between character and intelligence, between char-
acter and school success has been assumed and partially sub-
stantiated. It is at this point that the author offers what-
ever evidence his study may contain, since the subject of
this study is the relationship between character and school
success, between character and intelligence, a.nd the deter-
mination of what characteristics may accompany school suc-
cess and to what extent the possession of these traits may
be prophetic of that success.
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CHAPTER II
THE METHOD USED.
How closely associated are character and intelligence,
character and school success? May school success by oredicted
from a known character rating and vice versa? Are there spe-
cific characteristics attendant upon school success?
These are the questions the present work attemots to an-
swer from the data taken during a period of three years in the
two schools studied, Deerfield High School, in South Deerfield,
Massachusetts, and Kimball Union Academy, a private school of
approximately the same size, in Meriden, New Hampshire. Both
schools are co-educational. Since in neither school has there
been any systematic teaching of "character", this survey re-
veals a typical situation before any of the proposed teaching-
has occurred.
Methods followed in collection of data;
The Army Alpha Test was the first intelligence test used,
and these results were checked, six months later, with others
from the Otis Group Intelligence Scale.
School records have been used as the basis for reckoning
school success, eliminating error from subjective judgment as
far as possible, by reference to all records in all subjects
over the entire period of school attendance.
To secure a fair estimate of the student's character was
the greatest difficulty encountered in the survey. Each stu-
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dent was judged by three groups of persons: three members of
the faculty, three fellow students, and three residents in the
community who, while without school connections, knew the stu-
dents socially. The judgments of these nine persons, together
with the individual's own response to various character "tests",
have "been taken as indicative of his outstanding character
traits. The form used by the judges appears at the end of this
chapter. All these data have been tabulated in each individual
case, from which common character traits have been noted and
statistical interpretations made.
Since in so restricted a study arbitrary choices cannot be
avoided, eight characteristics were selected as the basis of
judgment. These were: trustworthiness, control, initiative,
courage, helpfulness, persistence, sympathy and accuracy. Be-
cause such inclusive terms must necessarily be defined for use
in such a study, the following interpretation of terms was
given to each judge. "Trustworthiness" has been interpreted
to mean faithfulness and reliability in undertaking tasks,
along with a sincerity of spirit. "Control" includes not only
an outward expression of a well-manned spirit in all forms of
courtesy, but also a control of attention which not only makes
a, student efficient, but which also tends to make him a con-
tented and happy individual. "Initiative" is used to mean that
healthy, aggressive spirit of independence that is necessary
for confident leadership and original action in dealing with
-16-
school problems. The term, "courage", includes both the phys-
ical courage to face danger and the spiritual courage that
makes optimists rather than pessimists. "Helpfulness," the
broadest term of all, embraces friendliness, unselfishness
a,nd cooperation. "Persistence" has here the suggestion of in-
dustry, painstaking effort and stick-to-itiveness. "Sympathy"
has been interpreted to mean appreciation of situations and
values, social interest in persons and things, as well as an
emotional response. "Accure.cy" suggests not perfection, but
careful, reliable effort in all lines of endeavor.
"Intelligence" in this investigation represents that men-
tal capacity which can be measured by a test, the capacity to
apply knowledge and skill."'"
The cases studied are divided into two groups, those in
the Deerfield High School in group one, and those in Kimball
Union Academy in group two. Students for the first group were
chosen from antithetical groups, (as suggested in the Report
of the Committee on Character Education of the N.E.A. ) i.e.
six markedly successful students, three boys and three girls,
along with six entirely unsatisfactory students in each of the
1. "The capacity to acquire knowledge and skill we call vague-
ly 'memory 1—the capacity to apply them effectively we call
intelligence"—McDougall—Character and the Conduct of Life.
Page , 14
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four classes. These students were the forty-eight cases
studied.
In group two an unselected group of sixty students in
Kimball Union Academy was studied, from which further data
were taken for fifteen markedly successful students and fif-
teen equally inferior members of the school.
The following chart shows the relative value of scores
in all three fields: intelligence, character and school suc-
cess. The intelligence scores represent the results of the
Army Alpha Test, No. 5.
School Success Character Intelligence
A 90-100 73-S3 135-212
B 64-72 105-134
C go-g4 55-63 75-104
D 75-79 50-54 45-74
E 70-74 45-4-9 25-44
F - -69 - -45 15-24
1. "Objective certainty is often obtained through a comparison
of extreme cases of antithetical types. The extremely money-
minded as against its opposite, Shuttleworth; the persistently
untruthful as against the consistently truthful, Slaght; and
the incorrigibles as against normal children, Cady, are illus-
trations. The difficulty in the study of character is usually
found in the. overlapping or halo or fringe among character
qualities bringing confusion of results. The data derived
from diametrical antithetical types, obviate this source of
error." Report of the Committee on Character Education of the
National Education Association. Bulletin, I926 No. 7, Page 40.
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Copy of form submitted to each judge to be underscored
for each student.
Underline in each group, once the adjective most
appropriate, twice the adjective of second, choice.
Name
1. Helpful, self-sacrificing, friendly, kind, selfish,
self-centered, overbearing.
2. Industrious, painstaking, persistent, indifferent,
careless, easily discouraged, a.ccurate.
3. Sympathetic, appreciative, aff ectionate, sensitive
to values, impressionable, dull, unresponsive.
k-. Independent, confident, self-sufficient, stubborn,
firm, weak, uncertain, indefinite, wavering.
5. Conceited, forward, domineering, modest, retiring,
quiet.
6. Popular, imitated, willingly followed, aggressive,
reticent, shy, inconspicuous.
7. Reliable, dependable, honest, sincere, accurate,
slovenly, slip-shod.
g. Courteous, thoughtful, reverent, disrespectful,
careless, calloused.
9. Courageous, optimistic, cheerful, trusting, merry,
happy, timid, pessimistic, sober.
10. Social, broad in interests, democratic, narrow-
minded, egotistic.
11. Impulsive, demonstrative, controlled, reserved.
12. Reckless, fearless, adventureous, roving, unsettled,
discontented.
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CHAPTER III
.
ARRANGEMENT OF SCORES ACCORDING TO CLASS, AGE, AND SEX.
In this chapter a comparison of scores taken for ea.ch stu-
dent in intelligence, character, and school success will be
made; first, a, comparison of such scores between the high school
classes, i.e. senior, junior, sophomore and freshman; secondly,
between the ages of the students; and lastly, between the two
sexes. The first division of the chapter shows the comparison
between the classes.
According to the evidence in Figure 1, seniors score high-
er on intelligence tests than any other class. The lowest score
in the senior class is twenty points above the lowest junior
score, fifteen points above the lowest freshman score and forty-
eight points above the lowest sophomore score.
This apparent advantage does not seem to continue signif-
icant, however, after the difference in chronological age has
been noted, in Table I, for the age norm suggests a growth of
intelligence with chronological age.
Comparison of over 17,000 cases for the construction of
age norms from the Army Alpha scores has established the expec-
tation of growth or development in menta.l cat)a.city until the
age of sixteen yea.rs. The divergence, then, between the scores
in- Figure I, in favor of the upper classes is to be expected.
Along with this increase in mental capacity, which may seem to
be the result of life age, must be reckoned the influence of
The vertical axis shows the range of grades "from 36^167,
(results of the Army Alpha Test, Ho. 5). The horizontal
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TABLE I
Distribution of Subjects According to Age.
Aere Senior Tun i r SonhomoTP
1
If
15 1 6 3
16 2 2 if
17 it If
lg if 2
19 1
Ave. 17.3 16.5 15.6 lif.g
environmental contacts which may influence the student's abil-
ity to do well on such a test, and his longer school life, too,
since a senior has been in high school three years longer than
a freshman. Again, the selection in the senior class may ac-
count for their more favorable score, since a graduating class
is always, in a sense, "a survival of the fittest."
All these considerations might be expected to account
for a material difference in favor of the upper classes, but
such a difference hardly appears in Table 2 when average scores
are taken and compared with those grade norms which have been
set by the Bureau of Educational Measurements and Standards,
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas. In variation
-22-
TABLE 2
Comparison of Average Intelligence Scores
and Grade Norms.
Average Worm Variation
Senior 127
Junior 110 122 -12
Sophomore g2 111 -29
Freshman 99 97 2
from the norm, seniors score only 6 points above the freshman.
This, then, may be one representation of the difference in fa-
vor of the seniors to be explained by the preceding page.
Table 3 reveals only a very slight advantage for the
TABLE 3
Number of Intelligence Scores Above and
The Norm in Each Class.
Above Below
Senior 7
Junior k- g
Sophomore 3 9
Freshman 6 6
seniors, since in that class only a single score raises the
perfect balance of 6-6 found in the freshman class.
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Does it not seem reasonable, then, to proceed on the as-
sumption that the present senior class possesses nothing in the
way of superior ability that cannot be anticipated for the ore-
sent freshman class after a period of three years? In other
words, is this- not another demonstration of the theory that in-
telligence quotients rise neither with chronological age nor
school experience? This conclusion is substantiated by A. M.
Jordan of the University of North Carolina."'" "...rate of growth
at one age of an individual approximates that of another age,
i.e., the measure of this rate of growth, the I.Q. , has been
shown to be approximately constant from time to time. If a
child is bright in his early years he remains bright in the la-
ter ones; if he is dull, he remains dull. Growth curves which
are initially at substantial distances apart rarely ever cross".
Upon the strength of this evidence no further significance
in this study will be attached to differences in intelligence
observed among the four high school classes. These figures
show the average junior and sophomore to be even less intelli-
gent than the average freshman.
Evidence from Figure 2 seems to be in favor of the senior
class, since their lowest grade is one point above both the
juniors' and sophomores* lowest grade, and fourteen points above
the lowest freshman grade.
1. A. M. Jordan, Educational Psychology, New York: Holt and
Company, Page 37^.
Graphic Representation of Character Scores,
According to Classes
The vertical axis shows the variation, from 31-&3, and
the horizontal axis represents the number of cases,
twelve, in each case.
90
i
ko
1 2 3^5672 9 10 E 12
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
• •••-*»••*
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A comparison of average scores shows a rather higher ad-
vantage for the seniors since their average student scores four
points higher than the average junior, almost three points high-
er than the average sophomore and thirteen points higher than
the average freshman, as shown in Table k.
TABLE 4-
Average Character Scores According to Classes.
Number of Cases
Senior Average Above 60 Below 60 Below 4-5
Senior 6^.9 7 5
Junior 6o.6 6 6
Sonhomore 62.0 6 6
Freshman 51. «5 5
If 60 be accepted, for purposes of comparison, as a "nor-
mal" score, the seniors again have one score to give them a fa-
vorable balance while the freshman fail noticeably. Five of
their number fail 'to score even ^5 which may be accepted as the
minimum score possible for satisfactory conduct.
Does this mean that seniors, as a cla,ss, possess charac-
ters superior to those found in other classes? Hardly that,
since among sophomores, who have had only one year more of school
experience .than freshmen, the average score is within three
points of that of the average senior. This seems to place no
-26-
particular emphasis on the two years of school experience and
chronological age that the average senior possesses beyond the
average sophomore. If there is any advantage to he found in
superior character among the seniors it is so slight that un-
doubtedly it might he explained by the greater selectivity
within the senior group, which is only another way of saying
that a democracy brings to the public high school many students
in its freshman classes who can not survive the tests of high
school life. And since this study shows no failures in char-
acter, i.e. scores below ^5, after freshman year, it would seem
that the elimination of me.ny undesirable students takes place
at the end of the first year.
Since, in this study, sophomores were found to surpass
juniors in character there can be no evidence urged that after
freshman year school experience influences character.
Figure 3 fails to show any material difference in school
success among the classes. Among the superior, if £>5 ^ e ac~
cepted as a mark of the superior student, there are more* fresh-
men than seniors, more sophomores than juniors, although a dif-
ference of 3~2 or 3~1 rnay ^e scarcely perceptible. Among the
failures there seems to be a more obvious situation. Six
freshmen, or half the number studied, fail, while only three
sophomores, the same number of juniors and only two seniors
fail, emphasizing again the tendency for the unsuccessful stu-
dent to be eliminated after his first year in high school. Other
students seem as likely to succeed in their sophomore year as
Graphic Representation of School Records
According to Classes
The vertical axis shows spread of scores from 5O-9O.
Horizontal axis represents number of cases, twelve,
in each cases.
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thereaf ter. A comparison of average scores, Table 5, fails to
reveal any significant difference between the classes that can
TABLE 5
Average Scores in School Success, According to
Classes.
Number of Cases.
Average Above 35 Below 70
Senior 76.5 2 2
Junior 70.1 1 k
Sophomore 73.0 3 3
Freshman 71.7*5 3 6
be accounted for by the influence of school experience, since
the average freshman is more successful than -the average junior
and the sophomore approaches the senior.
Proceeding from these results this study abandons, at this
point, the search for significant differences in school success
among the classes.
Summary of Figures 1, 2 and 3.
There is no convincing evidence contained in this investi-
gation to substantiate the notion that school age, i.e. the num-
bert of years spent in high school, influences the growth of in-
telligence, character or school success. After the first elimin-
ation of inferior students has occurred at the close of the
-29-
freshman year, a sophomore may be expected to have just as high
an I.Q., just as desirable a character a.nd just as favorable a
school record.
This is an attempt to measure only actually existing con-
ditions. Such is the conclusion met. This conclusion suggests,
naturally, very strongly, that between sophomore year end senior
there are many opportunities to develop high grade character and
school success that are not being utilized by our present system
of public school instruction.
Just how much this failure of the student to improve during
the last two years of high school life may be due to lack of
proper motivation is a subject to be discussed in a later chap-
ter under the subject of "interests".
The second part of this chapter offers a comparison of
scores, Table 6, taken for ea.ch student in intelligence, charac-
ter and school success, arranged according to the life ages of
the students. There seems to be no evidence of any significant
difference between the average scores arranged according to the
chronological age of the students. The average student of four-
teen years seems to excel all others. The closest agreement
in the table is found between the two extreme cases, i.e. be-
* The superiority of students of fourteen years in this survey
may be explained as the result of an especially gifted group of
students of that age in the Deerfield High School at the time
this study was made. This particular group had attracted fa-
vorable comment since its beginning in the elementary grades.
-30-
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tween the student of thirteen and nineteen. Their mental age
is identical.
No further effort will be made to account for individual
differences by a difference in chronological age.
The third and last section of this chaoter reveals a com-
parison of scores, taken for each student in intelligence, char-
acter and school success, according to sex.
Figure k- fails to show any real difference between the
scores received by boys and those received by girls. What dif-
ference there is appears to be in favor of the boys since two
of their scores are above the highest score for girls, and
their lowest score is twenty points above the lowest score for
the girls. A comparison of average intelligence scores, how-
ever, gives a slight advantage to the girls since their average
intelligence score is 110 while that of the average boy is 102.
Although there is only 1/20 or . 05 year's difference between
the chronological age of the average boy and girl, Table J,
there is more than a year's difference between their mental
ages, and this difference is in favor of the girls.
In more extensive surveys there has been found almost no
difference existing bet?;een the mean growth of the boys and
T~. "In his measurement of 1000 boys and girls by means of his
revision of the Binet-Sirnon test Terman found that for the
ages of five to fourteen girls tend to be very slightly super-
ior to boys in intelligence, but after that practically equal."
Starch—Educational Psychology, Pacinillan Sompany, New York
1927, Page 77.
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TABLE 7
Number of Subjects, According to Chronological Age.
Chronological
Age Boys Girls
13 1
Ik 1 3
IS 5 5
16 2+ 9
17 10 3
lg 3 3
19 1
Total 2k 2^
Average Age 16 i/k 16 1/24
Mental Age IS 1/2 16 i/k
Average
Intelligence 102 110
girls.
There' is evidence from Figure V that girls tend to receive
somewhat higher character scores than boys, since five girls
score above the highest score for boys, and three boys fall be-
low the lowest score for girls. A comparison of average char-
acter scores shows again an advantage for the girls, since their
average character score is 62, five points higher than the boys'
average score which is 57*
If k$ which is 30 points less than the approximate maximum
Graphic Representation of Character Scores
According to Sex.
Vertical axis shows spread of character scores
from 30-2\3 • Horizontal axis shows number of
case$; twenty-four hoys, and twenty-four girls.
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of 75 as 7° is 3° points below the 100 accepted as the maximum
on school records be accepted as the minimum score possible for
satisfactory character, then four boys "fail" in character
while the score of only one girl falls below
Figure 6 shows evidence to suggest that girls receive
somewhat higher grades in high school than boys. In this study
no boy scores above $5> while there are 7 girls with scores
above 2>5» Only six girls fail, while nine boys fail to score
70. A comparison of average school records reveals a slight
difference in favor of the girls since their average school re-
cord is 75> which is three points more than the average for the
boys which is 72.
Teachers in this high school in conference complain of an
exaggerated interest among the boys in athletics which, in their
judgment, is one reason for poorly prepared assignments. ' This
one factor might be sufficient to account for the difference in
grades in the girls' favor. In ajiy case, so slight a differ-
ence can not be significant of any real difference resulting
from an influence of sex.
Summa,ry
:
Even the slight difference found to exist in favor of the
girls in the comparison of their character scores with those of
the boys does not seem to be significant. One wonders if even
the slight traditional difference that arises so often in dis-
cipline might not be sufficient to influence the judgment of
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FIGURE 6
presentation of School Records
According to Sex.
Vertical axis represents spread of grades from
Horizontal axis shows; number of cases;
twenty-four boys 1 and twenty-four girls.
Boys
Girls
Q'
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the teachers in favor of the girls. However explained, the dif-
ference is slight, and in intelligence a.nd school success there
appears even less difference between the sexes.
Whatever differences may be found to exist among students
in intelligence, character and school success apparently do
not depend upon their differences in age, class in school or
sex.
-33-
CHAPTER 17
COMPARISON OF SCORES IN INTELLIGENCE, CHARACTER,
AND SCHOOL SUCCESS
Chapter III failed to reveal any real significance in com-
parisons of scores according to class, age, or sex. A compar-
ison, however, between scores in intelligence, character and
school success reveals a relationship, similar to results of
earlier investigations, that is of considerable interest.
TABLE g
Summary of Scores in Terms of Letters to
Show Distribution of Grades.
Intelligence Character School Success
A 10 g k-
B I 1? g
C 11 7 g
D 9 10
E 1 10 9
F 5 16
Interpretation of Table g
There is evidence that students' seldom work to capacity.
Of ten students who score on the intelligence test as "Very
superior" or A students, only four appear in that group on re-
cords for school success. In the second group of "superior",
-39-
or B students, there are fifteen in intelligence and only five
in school success.
Although there are no students who score on the intelli-
gence tests "below "low average," or E, and only one below "av-
erage," or D, there are nine with school records of "low aver-
age" and sixteen who fail. Noticeably wide is the difference,
apparently, found between those of superior intelligence and
their scholastic achievement. Only the effort necessary to sat-
isfy requirements seems to ha.ve been expended.
Between superior intelligence and character the relation-
ship is slightly closer for of the ten highest intelligence
scorers five also scored in the highest group of character rat-
ings. Four others scored in the second or B group of charac-
ter ratings. To be consistent this sajne relationship should
exist at the opposite end of the scale. There, however, the
situation is changed, for although only one student is rated
below average in intelligence fifteen are judged below the av-
erage grade in character. An extraordinarily intelligent stu-
dent may be assumed to possess a superior character, but the
reverse of the proposition is not sound since failures in
character are not accompanied by failures in intelligence.
The relationship between character and school success is
less obvious although of sixteen superior characters only nine
appear in that group for school success, and while sixteen
students fail on school records only five fail on character.
-4o-
It would seem then that neither superior nor average character
ensures proportionate school success. A study of individual
cases revealed only three of the very superior character stu-
dents in the corresponding group for school success, and only
five of the superior group. Similarly, the sixteen failures
on school records did not include the entire five failures in
character. Superior intelligence and superior character may
not ensure school success, but where is the evidence for the
existence of school success without intelligence and character?
Individual cases are of interest as are all exceptions to
the commonplace, but the actual relationship existing between
scores in intelligence and those in character or school success
is most accurately shown by the coefficients of correlation.
All correlations in this study are computed according to
the graphical method described by A. M. Jordan of the Univer-
sity of North Carolina, in his Educational Psychology .
"The coefficient of correlation is useful whenever each
member of a group of individuals has been measured in two or
more traits. It expresses in one figure the average degree of
resemblance or mutual implication between the two traits. This
measure has been abundantly useful in expressing the relation
between mental and physical traits, and in foretelling the prob-
able standing on test from the scores of another. Its relia-
bility deoends upon the number of cases included and the close-
ness of the correlation." ^
1. Jordan, A.M. Educational Psychology Page 2g0
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Perfect correlation is +1, correlation among chance rela-
tionships is 0, and perfect negative correlation is -1. Fur-
thermore, Rugg's general principles of r being negligible or
indifferent when it is .15 or .20; present but low, from .20-
. 35> marked, from .35 ~ • 60 and high when above .60 or .70
give us a rough measure of the closeness of relationship. To
be significant r must be at least four times the probable er-
ror.
Between intelligence and school success the relationship
is not only positive but substantial, being
.57* When the num-
ber of cases is separated into two groups, those of superior
and inferior intelligence, the coefficient breaks up into two
smaller coefficients revealing perhaps, the wider divergence in
the superior group where the correlation is only .20 as compared
to .39 for the inferior group, emphasizing again the problem of
encouraging the unusually intelligent child to work to his ca-
pacity in the same cla.ss room with others less endowed. Or
these lower coefficients may be merely the results of greater
selectivity within the groups, since the greater the spread of
factors involved the less liklihood that those students low in
one factor of correlation will be high in the other factor.
The more restricted the group, the greater the liklihood that the
student extremely low in one factor will be high in another.
Between intelligence and character again the relationship
1. Jordan, A.M. Educational Psychology Page 274.
-te-
le positive though it is slightly lower tha.n that between in-
telligence and school success. Between intelligence and
character ratings the coefficient is .Kk-.
Thirdly, and of greatest significance, is the relation-
ship revealed between character and school success. Here the
coefficient is .62. Individual cases may offer interesting
contradictory instances, of course, but the trend is tuamis-
takeable, the better the student the better the character, and
vice versa.
These statistics differ slightly from those in the inves-
tigation conducted by Howard J. Steere, in Elmira, New York in
I927. 3etween intelligence and school success the correlation
of his study was Jj&, while in this study the corresponding cor-
relation is .57« Between intelligence and character his corre-
lation was also and that of this study .kk-. His third cor-
relation, between cha.racter and school success, was .71 a.nd in
this study that relationship was found to be .62.
3. Comparison of scores in selected .••roups:
First on the basis of intelligence, then on the basis of
character and school success the ten highest scores were taken
as a superior group, and, similarly, the ten lowest to consti-
tute an inferior group as shown in Table 9«
Interpretation of Table 9
A comparison of scores within the group of the superior
intelligence shows nine of the ten cases studied to have a grade
-if3-
TABLE 9
Comparison of Scores of a. Ten Superior Students:
b. Ten Inferior Students,
(a) Superior Students
Intelligence Character School Success
Char
.
s.s. Intel. S.S. Intel. Char
.
A 5 3 6 3 3
B k- 1 3 3
C 2 5 2 2
D 1 2 1 l 1
E 1 l
F o 1
b) Inferior Students
Intell igence Character School Success
Char S.S. Intel. s. s. Intel. Char
A
B 2 2
C 1 6 6 1
D 3 1 2 2 1
E 2 2 2 k
F S b
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oi either A or 3 in character, out only four to have similar
grades in school success. Of those with inferior intelligence,
however, only two have a grade of B in character and there are
none with such a grade in school success. Superior intelli-
gence, then, in nine cases out of ten, seems to indicate supe-
rior character and conversely, inferior intelligence seems to
make difficult satsifsxtory character. YJhile superior intel-
ligence may not guarantee a corresponding superiority in school
success, since only four out of ten superior intelligent students
were found to excel in school work, inferior intelligence ob-
viously makes school success highly improbable.
A comparison of scores within the group of the superior
character students, reveals that only three of the students with
superior characters score in the group of superior students in
school success. The same relationship exists for those of in-
ferior character as did for those of inferior intelligence, i.e.
only two out of ten are superior in intelligence and none in
school success. Although none of these inferior students are
so poor as to actually "fail" in intelligence, i.e. receive a
grade below E, there are eight such failures in school success,
which means that eight out Of ten students inferior in charac-
ter fail in school work, and this failure cannot be explained
satisfactorily by insufficient intelligence.
A comparison of scores within the group of students of
superior school success shows eight out of ten such students to
be of superior intelligence and seven out of ten to "be of su-
perior character as well. Superior intelligence, or superior
character may not be inoicative of superior school success, but
on the other hand, this study suggests that superiority in
school work is usually discovered among students of superior
intelligence and character. Similarly, failure in school work
eight times out of ten is accompanied by failure in character,
but not, apparently, by failure in intelligence, for no student
with defective intelligence was discovered in the group.
Very obvious then becomes the explanation that students
commonly fail neither in character nor school achievement be-
cause of lack of intelligence. On the other ha.nd, it appears
that for those who are of inferior intelligence there is only
an even chance for satisfactory accomplishment in either char-
acter or school success.
There is strong evidence to support the theory that stu-
dents conspicuously superior in any one of the three tests will
excel in the other two as well. It has already been noted,
however, that the very intelligent do not seem to achieve school
success in any corresponding proportion.
This evidence from the comparison of extreme cases of anti-
thetical types only further substantiates the less definite
tendencies exhibited by the entire group as represented in Table
g.
Interpretation of Table 10
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Table 10 offers little in the way of indisputable evidence
but it is of interest, nevertheless, in its revelation of ten-
dencies. A first glance suggests that children in the same
fa.mily tend to have a similar intelligence with an approximate
amount of school success, and characters of similar value. Of
the eight families studied four consistently showed "superior"
children, one "high average," another family, "low average"
leaving only two families, numbers 2 and ^i-, with noticeable
differences in both mental capacity a.nd school success.
Summary:
There is evidence to indicate a substantial relationship
between intelligence and school success, also between intelli-
gence and chara.cter. Even more marked is the relationship dis-
covered to exist between character and school success. The
student who has a superior record in any one of the three, in-
telligence, school success or character, tends to have a sim-
ilar record in the other two as well.
Children in the same family vary little in any one of the
tests.
CHAPTER V
RELATIONSHIPS OF SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS.
In an effort to escape the scathing criticism of "too
general and subjective" which in the scientific mind awaits
most of these surveys of character analysis, care has been
taken to note the relationship of specific characteristics.
TABLE 11
Distribution of Soecific Characteristics
Number of cases, boys 2^-, and Rirl
Boys Girls Total 1o
Helpfulness 16 16 3^ • 71
Courage 13 lg 31 .64
Trustworthiness 13 1& 31 .Gk
Sympathy 12 17 29 .60
Control 12 12 Zk .^o
Initiative 7 10 17 • 3 1?
Per si stence 7 9 16 • 33
Accuracy 3 7 10 .20
s, 2^; total 4g.
Interpretation of Table 11
Helpfulness becomes the orevailing characteristic, in as-
much as thirty^-four of the forty-eight, or. 71 students studied,
exhibited it. Courage, trustworthiness and sympathy complete
the first group, if we divide the eight characteristics on a
basis of frequency. The last four characteristics, control,
initiative, persistence and accuracy all occur much less fre-
quently, perhaps because these four may "be less readily ac-
quired informally by the social contacts of home and society.
TABLE 12
Comparison Between 2k- Superior Students and 2k
Inferior Students in the Relationship of
Specific Characteristics
Superior $ Inferior
Helpfulness 20 life
Trustworthiness 20 «i 11
Sympathy 20 9 .37
Courage 17 .70 1* &
Control 17 .70 7 .29
Persistence I 1? .62 1 .04
Initiative 11 M 7 .29
Accuracy 10 M .00
Interpretation of Table 12
Between the groups of successful and deficient students
rather noticeable is the difference in all characteristics,
but very marked in three, trustworthiness, persistence and
accuracy. Students of less mental power and lower scholarship
attainments may have almost as much courage, judging from the
evidence above, may have some initiative, and Drove generally
helpful to others proving themselves to be not so completely
-50-
a "social" failure as an "individual" one. In other words, in
their realization of contacts with others they are slightly-
more successful than in developing those traits that tend to
be individual rather than social, i.e., accuracy, persistence
and control.
Table 12 shows the same relative positions of the char-
acteristics in the superior group as was discovered for the en-
tire group, i.e., the first four-those commonly found-are help-
fulness, courage, trustworthiness and sympathy. Here, as in
the case of the entire group, control, initiative, persistence
and accuracy occur less frequently.
Similarly, too, for the inferior group, and to a very much
greater extent, the last four are more difficult.
From Table 12, then, it may be assumed that superior stu-
dents, i.e., those of marked academic success, commonly share
five of the eight characteristics studied, in the following or-
der; helpfulness, trustworthiness, courage, sympathy and con-
trol. In all characteristics superior students show a very
marked increase in the number of credits over those of the in-
ferior group. Those characteristics in which the "inferior"
group most nearly approximates the "superior" group are three
of the first group, helpfulness, courage and trustworthiness;
but not even here may these characteristics be called "common"
to the group, since no one of them is possessed by two thirds
of the number. On the other hand, the "inferior" group shows
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no rating at all in accuracy and only one in persistency, while
it is noticeably lacking in initiative, sympathy and control.
Individual case study points to a close relationship be-
tween helpfulness, courage, trustworthiness and syrrroathy. Ex-
amination of the records of those students who score in help-
fulness (seventy-one percent of the entire group) shows that
all but eight percent of these students score likewise in the
other three characteristics, i.e., courage, trustxvorthiness
and sympathy. Exa.mina.tion of the records of those students who
fail to score in helpfulness reveals that seventy-five of these
students fail also to score in the other three traits of this
first group, i.e., courage, trustworthiness and symoathy. Of
the high scorers in helpfulness, coura,ge, trustworthiness and
sympathy, eighty-five percent score also in initiative, a trait
from the second group. But even these students, scoring in
five traits, fa.il rather consistently (seventy-two percent of
them) to score in accuracy, which suggests that the possession
of initiative, in itself, is not sufficient to produce accuracy.
On the other hand, there appears to be no accuracy without in-
itiative, for of the students who fail to score in initiative
(sixty-five percent of all students) there is none who scores
in accuracy. So it would seem that the student who lacks the
inclination to assert himself lacks as well the persistence to
concentrate upon any undertaking sufficiently to accomplish it
accurately.
There seems, too, to be a close relationship between con-
trol and persistence, since of the students who fail to score
in control (fifty percent of total number) all but eight per-
cent fail likewise to score in persistence.
Failure to score in trustworthiness suggests a rather
general failure in all traits, for of those students who fail
to score in trustworthiness (forty-five percent of total) sev-
enty-five percent fail consistently, except in courage, in-
dicating perhaps, that those students not to be trusted are as
courageous as their more trustworthy associates. So it might
seem that in predicting a student's character it might be said
with considerable certainty that if he fails to score in either
helpfulness or trustworthiness he is likely to score little in
nearly every other characteristic. Again, control and persis-
tency seem to be inseparable, as do initiative and accuracy.
In an effort to compute a median score students were as-
signed a numerical grade in specific characteristics according
to the number of judgments registered by the judges for their
possession of the traits. If all nine judges credited a stu-
dent with the same trait he was given a numerical grade of $0
on the basis of 100, since no student could be thought to pos-
sess the trait absolutely. If only three judges agreed on the
trait the student was marked J>0 on a percent basis
Interpretation of Table 15
In the superior group the median scores are consistently
-53-
TABLE 13
Median Scores in Specific Characteristics
Suoerior group Inferior grouo
School Success 90 73
Sympathy 95 go
Courage 95 S5
Control 95 30
Helpfulness 92 75
Trustworthiness 92 65
Persistence 90 30
Initiative 90 65
Accuracy 50 30
high, excepting accuracy which has remained throughout this
study an almost negligible consideration. Either those stu-
dents selected were pathetically lacking in the trait, or this
investigation has been unduly exacting in its treatment of the
point. The median scores further substantiate our previous
conclusions that for the inferior group the oossession of ac-
curacy, initiative, control, and persistence is far more dif-
ficult.
To account for the presence of certain characteristics and
the a.bsence of others lies beyond the purpose of this study,
but it may not be irrelevant to notice the possibility of clas-
sifying the four characteristics occurring most frequently
•5k-
( helpfulness, trustworthiness, sympathy and courage) as traits
either inherited or more readily acquired from early environment
and as such subject, of course, to direction by Education, but
less dependent for their existence upon educational influences
than the other four characteristics, which are more strictly
"acquired." And to "acquire" these characteristics, (accuracy,
initiative, persistence and control) seems most difficult for
the inferior student.
Agreement of Judges;
Before the student's simplicity has been lost in the more
artificial and sophisticated guises of the twenties, an anal-
ysis of his dominant traits reveals no great divergence in opin-
ion among either the groups of teacher-observers, community
judges or fellow classmates. Among the individual judges with-
in a group there was found a disagreement in only fifteen cases
out of two hundred and eighty-eight. In other words, their
judgments varied only Among the groups of judges, (i.e.
students, faculty and community judges, ) there was even less
divergence. Here there was a difference in only six cases out
of a hundred and forty-six, or k-fo. It is interesting to note
that in about ten cases, those of students with most obvious
traits, judgments were identical although each was given in-
dividually without conference. This agreement obviously, could
not have been extended to include an expression of judgment in
figures.
-55-
Summary
:
Each analysis of data in this chanter has shown certain
characteristics to be the common possession of superior stu-
dents; namely, helpfulness, trustworthiness, sympathy, cour-
age ano. control. While even in inferior students, these exist
more frequently than any other characteristics they occur far
less often than among the superior, and the inferior group,
furthermore, is marked by an unmistakable absence of accuracy,
initiative, persistence and control.
So it seems that as a class, "superior" students are
marked by traits the absence of which means failure, and the
"inferior" class marked just as plainly by negative traits;
timidity, impatience and carelessness, which may in some meas-
ure account for their failure.
Perhans school life merely strengthens the influence of
home and early environment. If so, the explanation of why
more students are helpful, honest, sympathetic and courageous
may not be hidden very deeply. "The student comes to school
possessing these traits, perhaps, either through inheritance
or the training of early habits."^ Those others, included in
this investigation i.e. control, initiative, persistence, ac-
curacy, acquired with far more difficulty, apparently, the
school seems less successful in creating or developing. Edu-
T~. "Personal Tra.its and Student Accomplishment" orepared by
Bureau of Administrative Research in Pasadena City Schools,
October, 1929. Monograph No. 3. Page k-6.
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cation, evidently, has not begun to realize it ends or achieve
its goal. A moment's thought reveals the field of activity
that lies open to each instructor. How he will accomplish his
task lies "beyond the scope of this study. There are as many
methods of attack as there are individual instructors.
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CHAPTER VI
INTELLIGENCE SCORES, SCHOOL RECORDS, AND
FAILURES IN KIMBALL UNION ACADEMY.
Introduction;
The purpose of this second study has been to check the
evidence of the first. Several additional interests, however,
have grown from this original purpose. Some comparisons have
been drawn between the private and public school; individual
preferences and tastes have been studied; attention has been
given to the influence of Bible study upon the student's life
and character, and a more detailed analysis of failure has
been ma.de.
Choice of students:
For general comparisons the entire group of students was
studied. To comprise the "superior" and "inferior" groups,
students were selected on a basis of school records without
regard to sex. This selection of "superior" students showed
.60 of the group so chosen to be girls, while a selection of
"inferior" students included only .30 girls. Within each group
the girls surpass the boys, i.e. "superior" girls rank above
"superior" boys, and even "inferior" girls have higher scores
than "inferior" boys. Intelligence scores, however, reveal a
reverse situation. Of those students chosen as "superior" ac-
cording to their intelligence scores .75 were boys. This sit-
uation seems to be in agreement with the assumption reached in
the first half of this study that girls succeed in school more
easily than boys not because of superior intelligence, but
possibly because of greater ability to memorize, retain and
give attention to language concepts, or merely because of
their attitude which does not seem to be weakened, as in case
of the boys, by an undue emphasis upon athletics. In this
school the majority of boys devote all free time until eve-
ning on the athletic field.
That girls may grasp and retain language construction
more easily seems to be evidenced by an examination of the
grades received by all students in either French or Latin.
Four times as many girls receive a "superior" grade in French
as boys, while seven times as many boys fail to pass the sub-
jects as girls.
The fact that Kimball Union Academy, while not in theory,
is in practice a boys' school may explain the wide variance in
the selection of students, ie. , the larger proportion of bril-
liant boy students than gifted girls. The school offers every-
thing to attract a boy of superior intelligence while those re-
strictions necessarily placed upon girls in a co-educational
school of this type may influence girls of greater native abil-
ity to choose schools of greater freedom for themselves.
Little attention has been given to class differences.
1. "Apparently the popular belief in the greater linguistic
fluency' of women is not without foundation" Starch Education-
al Psychology I927, Page 76.
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Just as many freshmen receive superior grades in school work as
seniors. More than that, there were no failures in the fresh-
man class while the seniors had .10 of their number in the fail-
ure group, according to school records. Similarly, in intelli-
gence, several of the lowest levels fell in the senior class,
while there were just as many outstandingly "brilliant" stu-
dents in the preparatory or junior school as were found in the
upper classes. The absence of failure in the freshman class in
Kimball Union Academy is in direct contrast to the proportion
of failures in the freshman class of Deerfield High School.
Perhaps the freshman student who cannot survive does not find
his way so readily into the private school as he does into the
public institution.
Comparison of intelligence scores and school records:
Correlations between intelligence scores and school records
in Kimball Union Academy are not unlike those in Deef ield in
their indications. There, the correlation for an unselected
group was .57. In Kimball Union Academy it was .69, indicating
again that there is a substantial relationship between mental
capacity and school success. In Deerfield the "superior" in-
telligence group's correlation v/ith school records was only. 20
while in Kimball Union Academy it was .Wj which might seem to
indicate that a private school is more successful than a public
high school in developing a student's powers more nearly to
their limit. On the other hand, in the "inferior" intelligence
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group Deerfield's correlation was
.39 with Kimball Union Acad-
emy's
.33, suggesting no significance difference. Too much
significance, however, must not "be attached to these correla-
tions since according to Jordan's interpretations'1" a correla-
from .20-. 35 is low, and the number of "superior" and "inferior"
students was not large*
Any difference in a system of marking which might be ex-
pected to account for some of this variance in this instance
would only serve to increase the possibility of the private
school's greater success, for in Kimball Union Academy the re-
quirements for a "satisfactory" grade, in the judgment of the
author after teaching several years in each school, are con-
siderably more rigid.
Analysis of failures:
An analysis of failures according to school records re-
veals that more "inferior" students fail in mathematics than
in any other subject. Later findings in character analysis re-
veal that almost no one of these students has received a single
rating in accuracy. It is not strange then that ,&7 of the
students of this lower group fail in mathematics. .73 of these
same students fail in English literature, which seems to demand
a greater grasp of character interpretation and appreciation
and knowledge of life situations than they possess. In history
where there may be a larger chance for memory only .40 of these
1. Jordan, A.M. Educational Psychology 192S Page 274.
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students fail, and in a foreign language only .26 fail. (It
has already been noted that of this .26 there are seven times
as many boys as girls who fail).
Continuing this analysis of failures by investigating a
group of students with "inferior" intelligence quotients, fig-
ures show that there is an almost even distribution of failures
in mathematics, English literature, history and modern language,
indicating that it is equally difficult for those of "inferior"
mental capacity to reason, memorize, interpret and judge.
Summary:
In Kimball Union Academy .50 of those students in the
group of "superior" intelligence were found also in the group
of students with "superior" school records. In Deerfield only
.36 of the students of superior mental capacity were discovered
in the group possessing "superior" school records. Furthermore
the group with only "average" intelligence, in Kimball Union
Academy comprises .^3 of the group possessing "superior" school
grades. In Deerfield only .22 of the "average" intelligence
group succeeded in getting into the group of "superior" school
grades. These comparisons suggest again that a private school
may be more successful in stimulating a student to work to his
capacity than a public school.
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CHAPTER VII
INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS.
A questionnaire asking for individual preferences con-
cerning choice of profession or vocation, expenditure of leisure,
or inherited money has given some very helpful suggestions in
the closer, more intimate knowledge of the student's personal-
ity that it has made oossible.
Of the six pleasures.- music, poetry, movies, amateur dra-
matics, drama,, and dancing, "both groups, divided upon the basis
of school success, chose movies. In the superior group .^0 and
.5^- in the inferior group.
.^0 of the superior group, exactly the same number as chose
movies, chose music as their greatest enjoyment, while only .13
of the inferior students found their greatest delight in music.
On the other hand, they chose dancing,
. 33> against only . 07
of the superior students. The remaining .13 of the superior
students voted for amateur dramatics, while no one in the in-
ferior group made that choice.
In a different selection of groups i.e. on the basis of
"superior" and "inferior" intelligence, the results were much
the same, generally, but with greater emphasis on music among
the superior and dancing among the inferior. .63 of this "su-
perior" group chose music and exactly the same proportion, .63
of the "inferior" group chose dancing. In the expenditure of
inherited money the votes of the "superior" students were two
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to one in favor of travel, against those in the "inferior"
group while in the case of new clothes the "inferior" group es-
tablished the proportion five to one in the opposite group.
Each group chose further education, savings, and investment in
about the same proportion.
The "superior" student grouo shows a very marked prefer-
ence in choice of vocations for the orofessions and intellec-
tual endeavour., while in the "inferior" student group at least
.50 made no choice whatsoever, and .35 chose mechanical skill.
It may be of interest to note that in a recent survey of
Iowa, University freshmen a large proportion of the failure
group showed a marked preference for "mechanical things such
as electricity, wireless, repairing an automobile, and building
a radio. A strongly conventional and thoroughly unimaginative
tendency is revealed by the excessive liking of the failure
groups for such items as "do as you are told", "slow but sure",
"detail work", "have a salary", and "be a follower". The fail-
ure group tends to report a greater need for social contacts;
they cannot bear to work alone; they must have companionship.
This group also reacts more positively to "dancing" and "an
easy going life".
Answers to the question, "What is your greatest ambition?"
may be divided roughtly into three groups: 3, profession, travel
1. Shuttleworth, Frank K. "The Measurement of the Character
and Environmental Factors Involved in Scholastic Success
University of Iowa Studies 1927 Page 60.
and leisure, or financial and business success. In only four
cases of the sixty studied was specific mention made of a home,
or a, family.
The greatest joy was most often "sports", or "freedom,
and "independence". The things liked least in life included
many varieties of emotional disturbances such as disappointment,
grief, unpopularity, solitude, enemies, condescension of supe-
riors, unrequited love, monotony, boredom, quarreling and sep-
aration from friends.
Those undesirable traits, considered by the students to be
their greatest weaknesses might be classified as follows: tem-
per, selfishness, extravagance, self-consciousness, lack of
self-control, lack of courage, and inability to concentrate.
These answers may suggest the possibility of a more thor-
ough understanding between pupil and teacher, with a conse-
quent improvement in that relationship if the teacher is cap-
able of developing desirable attitudes and mind sets. These
answers when sincere may very well be taken as oroohetic of
later interests, ambitions, and abilities with some degree of
certainty since Thorndike concludes1 that "a correlation of . 60
or .70 seems to be approximately the true degree of resemblance
between the relative degree of an interest in a child of from
ten to fourteen and the same person at twenty-one".
Reasons given by the students for their enjoyment of some
1. Starch Educational Psychology Page 69.
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courses and indifference to others might easily stimulate the
mind of the thoughtful teacher who understands the value of
motivation. In the words of the students:
"The Latin instructor goes through the lesson so thorough-
ly that everyone is able to understand it."
"I dislike composition because I can never think of a sub-
ject".
"I like English best because of the personality of our in-
structor"
.
"General Science bores me because the teacher talks of
nothing except the material in the book".
"I prefer geometry because of our instructor's willing-
ness to explain difficult problems".
"I enjoy the informality of the class room. I never feel
as if I were in prison".
"I enjoy French because more seems to be accomplished in
that class".
"Chemistry is my favorite subject because it deals with
modern problems"
.
Startlingly close sometimes, it seems, is the student's analy-
sis of a class situation to the truth, and suggestive, often,
of the very procedures now receiving the attention of teacher-
training classes, i.e. motivation, the attitude of the pupil,
his conception of the value of what he is studying, and his
pleasure in the study.
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Summary
;
Character ratings were secured in Kimball Union Academy
in exactly the same way they were acquired in Deerfield, ex-
cept that the second questionnaire was a little more detailed.
When the results of the teachers', students', and friends'
judgments were taken with the individual's own score from the
questionnaire the correlation between character and school suc-
cess was .65 (while in the same circumstance it was .62 in
Deerfield -and as has already been noted, .63 in Howard Steere's
investigation in New York.) These figures indicate the exist-
ence of a "high" measure of relationship between character and
school success, if the significance commonly attached to cor-
relations from .60 to .70 be accepted. This implies that if
student's character is good he is likely to be successful in
school, or in other words -the most successful students have
the best characters. This relationship merely shows that the
two conditions exist together. There is no inference that one
is the cause or the effect of the other.
1. A. M. Jordan Educational Psychology 192g Page 274.
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Questionnaire
1. If the bus driver neglected to collect your f&re would you
give it to him?
2. Are you a person who is either very fond of his friends or
indifferent to them?
. Would you enjoy a class office?
.
If the clerk ma.de a. mistake in pricing goods would you take
them at the price he named?
5. Do you make a conscious effort to hide your real feelings?
o. Do you enjoy meeting strangers?
7. Does it annoy you to have failed an appointment?
6. Would you vote to put a personal enemy into class office?
9. Do you feel capa.ble of shifting for yourself if you xvere out
in the world today?
10. Do you find conversation with strangers difficult?
11. Are you as happy alone as with others?
12. Are you ambitious for social position?
13. Do you enjoy the interest of other persons in your affairs?
Do you welcome their suggestions?
lk. Are you often worried about your own personal appearance?
15. Does the personal appearance of your friends influence your
regard for them? (Are you influenced by clothes?)
16. Is it hard for you to make decisions:
(disposition of your time)
(choice of dress)
17. Do you ever consciously strive to attract attention?
1&. Do you believe that things always come out all right?
19. Do you commonly offer friends the use of your things?
20. How many times would you try a, lesson or problem in which you
had failed?
21. Do you often sing or whistle when by yourself?
22. Does it seem easy for you to offer helpful suggestions to
your friends?
23. Do low marks discourage y©U?
24. Would you enjoy: ( driving at seventy miles an hour?)
(roller coaster?)
(aeroplane?
)
( div 4 ng? )
( tobogganing?
)
( ski-jumping?
25. Are you a person with ready greeting?
26. Do you often ask a second time if the first request has been
refused?
27. Do you quickly catch the mood of a friend?
2g. Do you enjoy keeping a cash account, or careful record of
all money spent?
29. Are you worried over misfortunes of your friends?
30. Do you intend to live on a budget when earning your own money?
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31. Do you ever give' money to street beggars?
32. Do you habitually check a bill and count change?
33 ' Do you try always to repeat a thing exactly as you heard
or read it?
jk-. Do you choose a particular place for each thing, and like
it a,lways to be "there?
35. On a fine afternoon would you choose:
(a) hike, fish, swirn or (b) read, write or study.
36. List in order of enjoyment:
Music amateur dramatics
poetry dancing
movies drama,
37. What type of "movie" do you most enjoy?
38> . If you had $500., would you spend it for:
1. Travel? k. Leisure time - without work?
2. Further education? 5- Investment?
3. Clothes? 6. Savings?
7. Gifts?
39. My greatest ambition is-
My favorite subject in school is-
My greatest joy in life is-
My strongest characteristic is-
^0. My greatest weakness is-
The subject in school I like least is-
The thing in life I like least is-
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CHAPTER VIII
COMPARISON OF FAILURES IN SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS
A study of the separate traits reveals much of interest.
.
S5 of all students fail, utterly, to score any credit for
accuracy.
.50 fail to receive any score either in control or per-
sistency.
.20 are given no credit for initiative, but in the remain-
ing characteristics their failures are considerably less.
.10 are not considered helpful, while .06 have no score
for trustworthiness.
Courage and sympathy are more readily discovered, for all
but .03 scored in both of these traits.
TABLE Ik-
Failures in Specific Traits
Kimball Union Academy Deerf ield
Accuracy
• *5 • 79
Control
.50 .50
Persistency .50 CC. 00
Initiative .20 .65
Helpfulness .10 .29
Trustworthiness .06
...
Courage .03
Sympathy .03 Ao
&
o £
N O
<3
&
o £
t-t Eh
Interpretation of Table 1^
The same situation was found to exist in Deerfield, i.e.,
the four characteristics that were checked most frequently are
the identical ones that were found most frequently in the Kim-
hall Union Academy investigation, namely.; helpfulness, trust-
worthiness, courage, and sympathy, while in both schools stu-
dents fail to achieve anything like a satisfactory record in
accuracy, control, persistency, and initiative. These last four,
more than the first group, represent, obviously, traits that the
secondary school should aim to develop, since the first four are
more likely to have been fully* developed in the home, or in the
earlier years of formal education. Here, then, lies a begin-
ning for systematic instruction in "character education" and a
new emphasis upon old values.
Interpretation of Table 15
A comparison between the superior and inferior groups in
each school gives similar results. The relative position of the
traits remains unchanged, i.e., just as in the entire group in
both instances, the group one traits, or helpfulness, courage,
trustworthiness and sympathy, were more common, so they are in
the superior group. In fact, in the group of superior students
in Kimball Union Academy no one failed to score in any one of
those four traits, leaving the score a perfect one, or 100$ in
this group, it has been suggested that these four traits may
be developed by environmental influences outside of the school
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more easily than those traits in group two. If this is true
the family life of the private school student appears to have
"been more effective than tha.t of the public school student in
developing these traits. It would be expected to be perhans,
since a private school represents a selected group. Also> in
the traits of group two, which seem to be discovered so much
less frequently than those of group one, students in Kimball
Union Academy fail to score very much less often than those in
Deerfield. Among "superior" private school students only .07
fail to show control and persistence while .29 of "superior"
public school students fail to score in control and .38 in per-
sistence. In both schools initiative and accuracy are the two
traits acquired apparently with the greatest difficulty by "su-
perior" students.
An examination of the group possessing "inferior" school
records in Kimball Union Academy shows that "inferior" private
school students fail less often to score in traits of group one,
i.e. helpfulness, trustworthiness, sympathy a.nd courage, than
"inferior" public school students. Only .07 of these inferior
students fail to exhibit courage, while .4-2 in Deerfield made
no score in this trait. There is a noticeable difference be-
tween the .12 failure in Kimball Union Academy in trustworthiness
and sympathy and the corresponding .5^ and .63 failures in Deer-
field. In group two traits there is less observable difference
between the schools. "Inferior" students in each case fail
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rather consistently to score, except in the case of initiative
in Kimball Union Academy, and here there is a very marked var-
iation. Only
.07 private school "inferior" students fail to
possess initiative while
.71 public school "inferior" students
lack this quality. In the possession of the trait, initiative,
occurs the only instance in the study of an "inferior" grouo
scoring above a "superior" group. But it is found that .25 11 su-
perior" private school students fail to score in initiative
while all but . 07 of their "inferior" classmates possess this
trait. No corresponding situation was discovered in Deerfield,
for there .5^ of the "superior" students showed no initiative,
but
.79 of "the "inferior" students lacked it too. The inferior
student with initiative seems to be one type of private school
student. Perhaps a misdirection of this initiative is the very
cause of his presence in such an institution. If this initia-
tive is a product of the private school's training there must
be some reason why "superior" students profit less from this
training than the "inferior" student. Perhaps this is only an
evidence that persons without the more obvious manifestations
of initiative are included among the "introverts" who are common-
ly believed to be the best students.
The explanation of the situation in public school lies,
perhaps, in the fact that so little instruction is planned to
develop or encourage individual initiative. Natural leaders re-
sist the influence of the school as they do later the conven-
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tions of society and. retain their initiative, but the average
student gives way to the stronger v/ill of the instructor. True,
the school is not only preparation for life, but is life. Since
in life all cannot be leaders, perhaos this is not so sorry a
condition as would appear upon first glance. Moreover, progres-
sive features, such s.s home projects, extra-curricula, activities
of every description, are being constantly introduced now to en-
large the opportunities for the development of potential leader-
ship.
Initiative which makes possible definite, decisive reac-
tions and individual opinions in the cla.ss room is the real need
emphasized by this study.
Summary :
Students possess the characteristics studied in the follow-
ing order: liost obviously, courage, and sympathy, then trust-
worthiness, helpfulness, initiative, persistence, control and
accuracy. The same situation was discovered in each school, al-
though the private school students, in all characteristics ex-
cept accuracy, made a higher score than the public school stu-
dents.
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CHAPTER IX
OBSERVATIONS
-BY THE WAY.
Comparison between marks in conduct and general school success:
A "conduct" mark has been taken from the school records
which includes both the grade for behavior in the class room
and in the dormitory. This grade is decided upon by vote of
the entire faculty in conference.
In the group of markedly successful students i.e. "supe-
rior" according to school records,
.73 have "superior" grades
in conduct, and in the opposite group, those whose school re-
cords are unsatisfactory,
.53 are receiving also conduct gra.des
that are unsatisfactory. The indication is that even with so
subjective a grade as this conduct mark for a basis there is a
large agreement between a student's chara.cter and what he can,
or does accomplish in school.
Comparison of Bible Study ranks with other ratings:
In Kimball Union Academy a record has been kept of each
student's grade in Bible Study. These marks tend to be
slightly higher in all cases than the other marks of the in-
dividual student. Since Kimball Union Academy is a school of
religious traditions these students may represent a group se-
lected from homes where a Christian training and background
has been common.
Of more importance, however, is the fact that these grades
correlate with intelligence rather than "conduct" or "charac-
ter". In the first case, i.e., with intelligence the corre-
lation is .70 while with "conduct" it is only .kO suggesting
that students have a greater knowledge of Biblical history
and ethical convention and judgment than is reflected in
their behavior. In other words, teaching students the Bible
does not, apparently, teach them how to be successful members
of a school society.
Comparison of Character Ratings of Students in the Same
Family;
In Kimball Union Academy there were six families repre-
sented by more than one student. In five of those cases the
difference between the character ratings within a given fam-
ily was less than five points. The situation in Deerfield
was the same, suggesting that children of the same family
tend to have character ratings of similar value. Which is the
predominating influence, inheritance, or environment? For
every one who answers "inheritance" there is an echo answer-
ing, "environment".
General Summary:
Whatever difference exists among students in intelli-
gence, character, and school success does not seem to be ex-
plained by any difference in their age, class in school or
sex.
A substantial relationship does seem to exist between
intelligence and school success and between intelligence and
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character. Between character and school success the rela-
tionship is even more marked. There is strong evidence to
support the theory that students conspicuously superior in
either intelligence, or character, or school success, will
excel in the other two as well.
Children in the same family tend to have similar intel-
ligence with an approximate amount of school success, and
similar values in character.
Superior students, as a group, are trustworthy, sympa-
thetic, courageous and self controlled. Inferior students
tend to he indifferent, timid, careless, impatient, easily
discouraged and lacking in emotional control.
There seems to be some indication that a private school
surpasses a public institution in stimulating a student to
work to his caoacity. And certainly private school students
appear to excel in character tests. This suggests, perhaps,
an extension into the public school system of certain private
school methods and emphases that somehow have succeeded in
making possible greater self expression end individual de-
velopment.
Summary and Conclusions;
The relation between character and school success appears
established. Accepted as truth by many educators interested
in larger Character Education it is indicated by each and
every scientific effort that has so far been me.de. "the good
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citizen, the socialized individual, and the moral person are
one and the same"
.
The two schools used in this study are typical schools -
one, a public institution drawing its students from homes of
every class of society; the other a private enterprise, sup-
ported by students from families representing just as many
different social classes, and economic interest.
Each, in its own way, answers the four questions of this
investigation in the affirmative. There is a positive rela-
tionship between scholarship and character, also between
scholarship and mental capacity. Superior students do possess
character traits in common, and these character traits are not
commonly found among students in the inferior group.
Although the vital importance of "Character" seems to be
recognized and affirmed beyond dispute, yet very little effort
has been made in this country to work out a graded system of
"Character Education". We, in this country, have been train-
ed to wait. We have learned not to expect changes too quick-
ly. Intellectual training, however, must soon recognize " Qhar-
acter" as something more than a by-product that has hitherto
been left to take care of itself. "Character Education is not
merely a. matter of importance, it is the outstanding end of
our Education. To the degree that we achieve it, we succeed.
To the degree that it eludes our grasp, we fail. Only when a
man has developed within himself something that is sensitive
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to right and wrong a.nd has accustomed himself to act accord-
ingly can he be relied upon to respond to new and trying cir-
cumstances as a trustworthy man should. This is character.
In the deep rocks of right ideals and conduct, his character
anchors him fast against the tide of easy acquiescence to
custor.ia.ry tradition"."1*
Difficult as it may be to define character, even more
difficult is the attempt to formulate methods to develop it.
In the studies in honor of Lightner Witner of the University
of Pennsylvania, published in 1931, there are many opinions
and convictions of professional investigators of character
training. They a.re convinced that "human beings act far more
on affective promptings than on reason." Clinical experience
has revealed to them the need of cultivating the emotional
life." By narrative, home life, instruction, a.nd social in-
teraction we must endeavor to fix the emotional tones upon
persons, things, causes, and ideas that are worthy." There
must be a goal. "Life is a hopeless, helpless, despicable
thing when there is no goal. Even a. relatively poor one is
better than none. It lures one on. When all ourpose is lost
2despair is at hand, and despair knows no law."
"Experience is a real teacher. Agencies for character
training need to furnish an experience, a social experience,
1. Russell, William F. , Dean, Teachers' College, Columbia
University.
2. Broternarkle, A Clinical Psychology Page Ilk
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in which life's goal as cherished may find expression in in-
creasing realization. And the work should be self-activity,
self chosen, as far as possible. The worth of play and
games, under proper supervision, is inestimable. Plato wrote:
"Education should begin with the right direction of children's
sports. "I
These investigators emphasize repeatedly the importance
of associations built up between instructive, emotional urges
and ideas and standards, and recommend that these associations
be built up unconsciously by daily experience. In school the
teacher becomes the guide who should understand the orocess
of effacing undesirable emotional associations by a tactful
manipulation- of the further emotional experiences. Great im-
portance is attached to the guide, the person of stable char-
acter and intelligent sympathy who should be possessed of a
willingness to share experiences and enter into a confiden-
tial association with the students. "We have discovered that
sympathy without science means sentimentality and futility.
Science without sympathy, on the other hand, is cold and
pblind in dealing with human beings". Great emphasis has
been placed upon individual treatment, and personal attention
rather than upon the older notion of mass instruction. The
1. Brotemarkle, A. Clinical Psychology Page 301
2. Eliot, L.M. Clinical Psychology Page 297
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technique of all the clinical study is concerned with the in-
dividual. He is given, first of all, an intelligence test.
Then a study is made of his dominant .modes of action
-i.e.
whether or not he works with ease, speed, accuracy, decisive-
ness and forcefulness. This study is followed by two others;
one of his emotional trends and "balances, and the other of his
ideational motivation.
Little attempt is made to prohibit his instincts, contra-
ry to Roback's suggestions that intellectual prohibition of
instincts is the essence of character. 1 Rather, the leaders
of this psychology clinic prefer to consider character as the
result of retaining and grouping instincts and emotions about
ethical ideas and standards. "We accentuate not the inhibi-
tion of instinctive forces, but their utilization in desir-
able action. Not inhibition but direction and organization
p
i s our goal .
"
This clinic suggests that by itself any one social agen-
cy is helpless in achieving its aim. The influences of all
environmental contacts are important. "The conflicts which
hamper satisfactory meeting of life's demands are sometimes
caused by unfortunate personality development which has its
inception in the home. Here arise inferiorty feelings, or
1^ Roback "Psychology of Character" 1927
2. Town, Clara H. "Clinical Psychology" Page 315
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grudges, or bad attitudes with compensatory reactions of one
kind or another including the anti-social".^"
Neighborhood experiences are potent influences. "Many-
offences are traceable to unfortunate home conditions abet-
ted by equally bad community factors".
The influence of heredity is not entirely lost sight of
in all the emphasis placed upon environment. "Character can-
not rise above native endowment, no matter what processes may
be utilized. If any or all of these essentials are naturally
curtailed or absent, ethical achievement and life will nat-
urally suffer.'.' 3 Scientific investigators realize that all
pa,st generations have helped make us what we are and what we
may become. It is the past that has determined our capacities.
"Without native endowment which includes power to look ahead
and weigh conseq_uences of conduct there can be no real moral-
ity. In large measure intelligence and socio-moral positive
qualities go hand in hand."^ The emphasis remains, however,
on the environment, ora.ctically so, perhaps, since there seems
more to be done about environmental conditions. "Whatever nu-
cleous is inherited is soon a,cted upon by a. great variety of
powerful influences. There are the teaching, training, the
1. Brouner, A. "The Child, the Clinic and the Court". Page £3
2. Braungard "Cultivating a Wild Rose.
3. Terman "The Measure of Intelligence" 19*6, Page 11.
k. Pinter, R. "Intelligence Testing, Methods and Results" 1923
the example of the parents, and the reactions to brothers
and sisters; there are climate, weather, the architecture of
the home, the goal, fashions; there is the influence of the
school, church, newspapers, playmates, society in general.
Then come the accidents of life, physical and mental. All
these things mold the personality. The school looms large as
the strategic center from which the process of coordinating
and. bringing into effective cooperation all agencies and fac-
tors may develop. Character Education can be achieved only
by raising the level of the whole environment in which the
child is placed. "John Lund, Superintendent of Schools, Nor-
walk, Connecticut.""1"
After attempting to define character, to trace the in-
fluence of both inheritance and environment upon it, these
investigators have sought to find valuable aid in the devel-
opment of character through motivation. Interest in this
motivation has led to the study of various causes of delin-
quency. These studies have shown in the psychological clinics
"that emotional and instinctive life are the ordinary springs
of behavior. Both are non-rational and amoral per se. How-
ever, if untrammeled or inadequately directed, either leads to
anti-social conduct. The non-moral becomes immoral.''^
Terman writes "but one may exercise foresight and self-
control and yet not rise higher than the practice of a pru-
1. Report of 69th Annual Meeting of N.E.A. June 1931 Page 6g0
2. Healy, William "The Individual Deliguent" 1915 Page 216
dential policy. In the realm of appreciation lies the course
of personal motivation. The major problem which is challeng-
ing moral a.nd religious educationists is: How shall we moti-
vate?" 1
After studying more than 25OO pupils over a neriod of
three years under the direction of more than a thousand tea-eh-
ers Charles E. Germane and Edith G. Germane have offered a
program for the school and the home in their book, "Character
Education" published in 1929. They conclude from the inves-
tigation of many cases of delinquency that training must be
of a nature to encourage independent thought and action and
the development of such traits as self-reliance, thrift, in-
dustry and responsibility. They mention seven causes of de-
plinquency
:
1. lack of moral concepts
2. unwholesome environment
3. bad associates
k. lack of training in reasoning
5. lack of self control
6. impulsive nature
7. spoiled child
G. H. Betts writing on the "Outlook for Religious Educa-
tion" in the Christian Century, 3 says "psychologists, clin-
ic Terman "The Measure of Intelligence" I916 Page 11
2. School Review June I93O Page ^J2
3. The Christian Century 1931 Page 397
icians, and. field workers are increasingly impressed with the
therapeutic value of religion. Religion is the agency that
has made many characters. But why not more? A technique '
which has proved sufficient for some has actually failed with
others. How can young and old be made to desire virtue and a
fruitful life? How can we motivate? It is my conviction that
religion must furnish an all-encompassing ideal, the ultimate
goal, and lend color to the more immediate purposes. Nothing
less than religion can furnish it at its best".
Perhaps in less ideal terms the Birmingham Schools for
the past six years have been stating their conception of mo-
tivation in practical terms.
The experiment in Birmingham, Alabama has attracted at-
tention throughout the country. Their compaign is cityv/ide,
including all social agencies, with especial emphasis upon
the home. The specific aim of each year has been expressed in
a slogan, "Development of Character through: Health, Sports-
manship, Work, Love of the Beautiful
,
Thrift, Courtesy and
Study of Nature."
2
In writing for the National Education Association Asso-
ciate Superintendent Charles A. Brown reports, "what the re-
sults will be we do not know, but this systematic effort to
T~. Clinical Psychology Page J>01
2. National Education Association, Addresses and Proceedings
1929 Page 632.
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have the children do something that will have a tendency to
develop and strengthen their character has met with the cor-
dial approval of school patrons and friends.
The following is a formulation of principles recognized
in our plan:
1. People are more essentially doers than knowers or
thinkers.
2. Character is a matter of action: the habitual per-
formance of certain kinds of deeds rather than others.
To learn to know these deeds the pupil must "begin to
do them.
3. The influence of personal leadership and example is a
very potent factor in the development of attitudes and
mind-sets leading to right actions.
k-4 The environment surrounding the child at school is also
a powerful factor in the development of these attitudes.
5. Any program of character education that places strain
on the honesty of pupils by having them report their
progress for credit promotes a lack of honesty and
truthfulness.
Here and there throughout the country cities are attempting
various schemes of systematic character training with consider-
able emphasis upon the importance of school environment but
with an equally important emphasis upon the home and community
influences.
In Milwaukee there is a community-wide program for leisure
time, -a program to provide not only a space for children to
play, a safe place in a wholesome atmosphere, "but "a program of
activities which in themselves will result in higher standards
and better conduct as a result of the highest type of leader-
ship." 1
A very marked emphasis upon the influence of the community
is noted in the activity in Norwalk, Connecticut, where a bu-
reau of Character Education Research in cooperation with the
"Human Relations" Committee at Yale University is working upon
a program involving two phases of activity: one, a state wide
teacher-training program in the technics and philosophy of
character education; and second, an educational campaign to
awaken general community interest in the problem. To quote
Superintendent John Lund of that city, "I would submit as an
index of character, action, not static virtue, but action,
thought controlled in relation to principle, for social unit
o
and progress."
In St. Louis, Missouri, there is a definite movement to
establish new types of instruction throughout the school systems.
In the words of Dr. Henry J. Gerling, Superintendent of Instruc-
tion,^ "A high type of socialized recitation is used to foster
initiative, judgment and similar qualities. A proper inter-
1. Journal of N.E.A. February I932
2. Journal of N.E.A. 1929 Page 67
3. School and Society December 13, I93O
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pretation of much of our curriculum involves ethical consid-
erations. Social sciences are full of them. Students are
rated on industry, cooperation, courtesy, reliability, in-
itiative, attention to detail, and attitude towards school
and school mates. Pupil activities to develop these traits
are: group work in classes, individual reports, projects,
plays, programs and debates. The study of biography, of so-
cial organizations^ of poetry, and fiction, of daily events, of
handicraft all off ers wa,ys and means of developing desirable
character traits."
These scattered illustrations, representative of countless
other similar ones, suggest that the consciousness of educators
throughout the nation is centered upon the problem of training
character. A survey of current literature seems to indicate
that much of this interest was definitely simulated during the
year 1929. Since then less may have been vrritten on the sub-
ject, because many investigations and experiments are now in
progress, the results of which are still uncertain.
In I929 John H. Tigert, President of the University of
Florida, said: "The need of the United States for character
education is paramount. The schools can make no larger contri-
bution to democracy than character. Personally, I believe that
all objectives could be reduced to one principle, either of con-
science or the Golden Rule, and bring about an immeasurable re-
sult if we only knew how to do it. I wish to go on record in
-39-
expressing the conviction that in the development of character,
religion should supplement ethics. Knowledge and intelligence
are helpful, but knowledge will not make a good citizen when
the heart is malicious."^
If the philosophy of educators could be harmonized into a
single statement to be issued as representation of 1932 convic-
tions it would seem to be a statement placing first importance
upon the training and control of emotions rather than upon the
hither to frenzied insistence upon factual knowledge and the
development of the mind.
So this study is concluded in the spirit of all others in
the field, with the conviction that character and school success
a,re closely allied, that character a,nd intelligence are posi-
tively related, that the possession of certa.in character traits
will very materially aid students in achieving school success.
Such a study seems to suggest that these desirable traits may
be developed to a very much greater extent than they are at
present through the environmental influences of the home, school
and community.
The most important question of all, "how"? is still unan-
swered. The answer can come to that question only after a long-
er time of experiment and investigation. The entire undertaking
is still too new, too young for definite procedures to be ac-
claimed as the most effective.
~. National Education Association—Addresses and Proceedings
1929 Page 769
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With many of the keenest minds in the country at work on
the problem, with an expenditure of thousands of dollars there
is reason to expect a wide-spread improvement in the education
of children for moral living and good citizenship, hut so mod-
est a study as this can not presume to offer a scheme for the
realization of this Utopian objective.
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